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Orange award

Orange award

 Play a tune with accompaniment from my teacher
 Copy a short tune using notes from the ….. scale
 Understand how to move my fingers to play higher or

 Play a tune with accompaniment from my teacher
 Copy a short tune using notes from the ….. scale
 Understand how to move my fingers to play higher or

lower notes

 Always maintain good posture
 Move my fingers at different speeds
 Read and play rhythms with four different note values
or rests, keeping a steady pulse

lower notes

 Always maintain good posture
 Move my fingers at different speeds
 Read and play rhythms with four different note values
or rests, keeping a steady pulse

 Play a scale with the correct fingering
 Read and play all the notes from the …… scale
 Play question and answer using some of the notes from

 Play a scale with the correct fingering
 Read and play all the notes from the …… scale
 Play question and answer using some of the notes from

 Choose an interesting voice for my piece
 Choose a good backing rhythm for my piece
 Practise regularly, listening and thinking about what

 Choose an interesting voice for my piece
 Choose a good backing rhythm for my piece
 Practise regularly, listening and thinking about what

the …. scale

I do

 Understand bar lines, and time signatures such as
3
4

and

4
4

the …. scale

I do

 Understand bar lines, and time signatures such
as 34 and 44

 Understand: Fine; DC;
ll:
:ll 1───┐
2───┐
 I can play…………………………………………………..
 Perform a tune with my friends for a small audience

 Understand: Fine; DC;
ll:
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 I can play…………………………………………………..
 Perform a tune with my friends for a small audience



Five tasks completed
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Ten tasks completed



Ten tasks completed



Orange award completed



Orange award completed

